EV® (ELECTRO-VOICE®) INTRODUCES XLD/XS Dolly for Transport of
XLD/XS Products
Anaheim, California (January 19, 2005): EV® (Electro-Voice®) is proud to
introduce another solution for its line array products, the XLD/XS Dolly,
which eases transport of XLD281/XS212 professional loudspeakers.
XLD/XS Dolly
The new XLD/XS dolly allows easy transport of Electro-Voice®
XLD281/XS212 professional loudspeakers by providing previously
unavailable solutions for stacking various numbers of the company’s X-Line
Very Compact products.
The number of speakers used in the dolly system falls on the customer,
depending on the versatility required. In the XLD/XS dolly up to 6 XLD281 or
3 XS212 speakers can be stacked per side, for a total of 12 XLD281 or 6
XS212 speakers.
To switch from XLD281 stacks to XS212 stacks, customers simply remove
the XLD281 5-degree wedges at the top and bottom of the dolly.
For more protection, SP8.4 and SP12.6 side-panel kits are available. These
provide protection of all rigging/pins during real-world transport.
The SP8.4 allows a total of (8) XLD281 or (4) XS212 stacked. The SP12.6
allows a total of (12) XLD281 or (6) XS212 stacked.
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For full details on the above products, please visit
www.electrovoice.com
Electro-Voice® (EV®) is a professional audio brand of Telex
Communications, Inc., a leader in the design, manufacture and marketing of
sophisticated audio, wireless, multimedia, aircraft, broadcast and
communications equipment for commercial, professional and industrial
customers. Telex Communications markets its products in more than 80
countries under the brands EV®, Telex®, RTS™, Dynacord®, Midas®, Klark
Teknik®, University® and others.
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